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Abstract

The software engineering can be defined in several
ways. It is defined by Stephen Schach (1999):
Software Engineering is a branch of science and
technology in which one can learn to develop a
quality software. The software is developed with
the aim to meet the need of customer and moreover
it should not take more time to be delivered. The
software engineering has the main objective to
develop the software and other products with
adequate cost and utility. Each phase of SDLC
(Feasible Study, Analysis, Design, Coding Testing,
Implementation and Maintenance) is equally
important and maintenance is an extremely timeconsuming and expensive phase. Although
software testing is itself an expensive activity. In
current marketing scenario the cause of failure of
software or problems in software is not giving
proper time for testing phase in SDLC. Therefore
most of the software not work properly due to
software have bugs. Basically software problem is
called bug. The other related terms of software
problems are as defect, fault, bugs, error, anomaly
inconsistency in software.

The software testing is done to make sure about
the quality of the software. However, Software
Testing is not just a function for the developed
product. The quality process begins at time of
conception itself. The testing process encompass
corresponds with the whole SDLC process. The
output of a phase becomes input of the next
phase. Testing is required for the analysis and
requirement analysis; only the validated and
verified SRS will produces the correct design,
improper design resulting in wrong code and so
on. It becomes a vicious circle, crippling the
whole development process.
In this paper, it is described that how testing is
important in the entire process of software
development. the complete cycle is termed as
Software Development Life Cycle(SDLC), in
this process, software testing phase runs in
parallel via a testing life cycle (STLC) through
which software is tested step by step. Different
techniques of testing are used on different
phases of STLC.

Software Testing
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Software testing includes the controlled execution
of software. It is done to measure or find out any
wrong thing happening in the software execution.
The testing is assumed complete when there is no
error in the working of software. The entire process
of Software testing has following steps:
 Controlled execution of system
 Evaluation of results.
We mean to say controlled condition that may be
both normal and abnormal situation in the testing.
The testing of software is done to find out the
errors and to resolve them as fast as possible.

Testing Environment
At the point when venture assemble is finished it
comes in testing stage, In this stage two method for
testing one are made , first White Box Testing
another is Black Box Testing .
1. White box testing is concerned just with testing
the product item; it can't ensure that the entire
determination has been executed. White box testing
includes taking a gander at the structure of the code
.When the inside structure of an item are known,
tests can be led to guarantee that the interior
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activities performed by the detail. And every inner
part have been sufficiently worked out. White box
testing is once in a while called auxiliary or Glass
box testing or clear box testing.
2 Black box testing is concerned just with testing
the determination; it can't ensure that all parts of
the execution have been tried. Black box is a test
plan strategy. Discovery testing regards the
framework as a "Black Box"; it doesn't
unequivocally utilize Knowledge of the inner
structure. Or then again as it were the Test build
require not known the inward working of the
"Black box". Discovery testing is at times alluded
to as practical testing or conduct testing.

Black Box Testing

The diagram is self-explanatory. For an easy
understanding, look at the following table:

[ Functional Testing
{User Interface Testing,
Validation Testing,
functionality Testing
}
]
[Performance Testing
{Load Testing,
Stress Testing,
Volume Testing,
Stability Testing
}
],
[Integration
{ Intra-Modular Testing,
Application and System Testing,
Integration Testing
}
],
[System Testing
{Usability Testing ,
Accessibility Testing ,
Compatibility Testing,
Portability Testing,
Localization Testing,
Security Testing
(Web,
Window
)
}
]

SDLC Phase
1. Requirements

2. Specification
3. Architecture
4. Detailed Design

Test Phase
1. Build Test Strategy.
2. Plan for Testing.
3.
Acceptance
Test
Scenarios Identification.
2. System Test Case
Generation.
3. Integration Test Case
Generation.
4.
Unit
Test
Case
Generation

Systematic Testing
Systematic testing can be achieved by various
ways. As per the study of DeMillo and other
researchers various such strategies have been
identified some of them are as follows:
 Dynamic analysis,
 Dynamic testing: Dynamic testing incorporates
inference of a test design, outline of
experiments, execution of the experiments, and
assessment of the outcomes
 Symbolic execution,
 Correctness proofs,
 Structured walk–through: The organized stroll
through is a strategy utilized for checking on
the plan or program code to find blunders. The
dependable developer's work is surveyed by
his/her associates and the important redresses
in the plan or code of the product are at his/her
prudence. Walkthroughs are regularly utilized
as task turning points. Related methods
incorporate code investigations, work area
checking or the old, proven procedure of
conversing with one's associates.
 Test case assessment,
 Systematic testing strategies
 Independent testing

Testing Model
In STLC several models are used for systematic
testing i.e. (i) V Model(ii) Model(iii) Butterfly
models. The aim of each model is testing of
software within time frame under minimum cost
with best performance.
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and timing of the whole programming framework.
The plan of framework test cases is considerably
more subjective than the outline of module tests.
Henceforth watchful framework test arranging
ought to be a basic segment of the useful detail and
configuration periods of the task. The idea of
testing achieved by an autonomous association or
gathering is by and large acknowledged as more
goal and proficient. However, the cost of
performing testing by the free particular association
is commonly 20 percent of the aggregate
programming advancement cost. It limits the
appropriateness of the method to the most basic
activities. Rather, numerous organizations set up an
autonomous testing bunch inside the organization
itself, which works as a programming quality
affirmation office.

Static analysis: The normal for static
examination is that the linguistic structure of
the source code is inspected yet the code isn't
executed. Amid the static investigation the
connections between the program structure
units, mistake inclined developments, image
and subroutine cross-references are broke
down and takeoffs from built up rules are
checked.
Error estimation techniques,

The dynamic test involves functional tests, logical
tests, and boundary value tests.
 The functional tests have the utility in
analyzing the system performance, moreover
the test is under control. The functional test
cases are based on the specification of the
requirements and function.
 The logical tests are utilized to affirm that the
code plays out its calculations effectively.
Things to be approved by coherent testing
incorporate math, blunder taking care of,
introduction, interfaces and timing. Testing
work force get intelligent experiments from the
plan determinations, from static examination
and organized walkthroughs, and from
cautious review of the code.
 Boundary test cases are both utilitarian and log
legitimate in nature. Emblematic execution is a
system that utilizes images doled out to the
information factors as opposed to doling out
exacting qualities in the execution of a
program. It enables one to pick middle of the
road focuses in the test range extending from
singular trials to verifications of accuracy. Its
outcomes can be utilized to build up a base
arrangement of experiments.

The Role of Testing
Dijkstra's remark that "testing shows the nearness
of bugs, not their nonappearance" is frequently
viewed as totally negative. While testing does not
offer authoritative affirmation of the accuracy of
software, it allows us to play out an exploratory
assessment. Myers condenses the targets of testing:
1. Testing is a procedure of executing a program
with the expectation of finding a bugs.
2. A decent test case is one that has a high
likelihood of finding an up 'til now unfamiliar
bugs.
Testing is likewise required with prototyping ways
to deal with software improvement. On the off
chance that models are to yield valuable criticism,
it is vital to practice them on huge cases of
anticipated that information sources and would
watch that the outcomes are agreeable; this is a
type of software testing.

Test evaluation empowers one to determine the
ampleness of an arrangement of experiments for
the program rationale with the goal that a
substantial number of outline and execution
blunders ought to be unveiled.

Test Cases
Test case portrays an arrangement of activities to
be performed and the outcomes that are normal .A
test case should target particular usefulness or
expect to practice a legitimate way through an
utilization case. This ought to incorporate invalid
client activities and unlawful information sources
that are not really recorded in the utilization case. A
test case is portrayed relies upon a few components
e.g. the quantity of test cases .the recurrence with
which they change, the level of robotization
utilized , the expertise of the testers , the chose
testing strategy ,staff turnover and hazard.

Distinctive contemplations apply in surveying the
decency of experiments for singular modules and
evaluating experiments for frameworks. In module
testing one would in a perfect world evaluate both
capacity and rationale by comprehensively testing
each conceivable arrangement of information from
the info area. This is unrealistic practically
speaking. It has been discovered that a capable
developer will infer an arrangement of experiments
that normally accomplish just 60 to 70 percent
scope of proclamations in a module.

The format of test case is depend upon company to
company.

System testing is included with checking the
accuracy of interfaces, choice rationale, control
stream, recuperation schedules, throughput, limit,

A Generic Format as below (Test Case
Format 1)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Test Case ID
Test Case Description
Test Prerequisite
Test Inputs
Test Steps
Expected Results
Actual Results
Pass/Fail

all objects
of
Login
Window

Test Case Format 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

------

Test Case ID
Test Case Description
Functionality
Test Prerequisite
Test Inputs
Action
Expected Values
Actual Values
Result (Pass/Fail)
Remarks
Start Date
End Date
TL Name
Priority

----------------

---------

-------------

Test case are grouped into positive and negative
test cases. Positive test cases are intended to
demonstrate that the framework acknowledges the
legitimate information sources and afterward
process them accurately. Methods to outline the
positive test case are Specification Derived Tests,
Equivalence Partitioning The negative test cases
are configuration to demonstrate that the
framework rejects invalid sources of info and does
not process them. Methods to outline the negative
test case are Error Guessing, Boundary Value
Analysis, Internal Boundary Value testing, and
state-Transaction testing. Testing in software life
cycle is a endless process , In this bugs are fixed
with in a time frame on priority bases.

Test Case Format with Minimum Number
Fields
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

----------------

ame,
Pwd
textbo
x
,Login,
Cancel
is
Visible

Test Case ID
Description/function
Test Prerequisite
I/O Action
Expected Values

The following diagram explains how bugs finding
in a software is endless process effects on time and
costing of software.

Graph

Example of User Interface Testing Test
Cases
Login Window

User Name

Pwd
LOGIN

Test
Case
ID
TC001

TCOO2

Description
/ function
Checking of
UI of Login
Window
Verify state
of window

Verify
visibility of

Test
Prerequis
ite
Login
window
is active
/Click to
invoke
the Login
window
TC-001
Passed

CANCEL

I/O
Actio
n
-

-

Defect Density
=( No. of bugs detected or reported by tester + No.
of defects reported by client ) / KLOC

Expect
ed
Values
Title
Bar of
login
windo
w
is
Highli
ghted
Label,
UserN

Testing Efficiency
=(No. of Bugs detected /No. of Bugs Injected)
*100

Conclusion
In the 1990’s and earlier testing was a relatively
negative component of the software development
life cycle. But now in current software
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development life cycle testing phase plays an
important role. No doubt testing itself is an
expensive activity, but it cannot be escaped. After
all testing models and testing techniques are
required to test a software product for its success.
In this paper I have tried to explain general facts of
software testing in SDLC for correctness and
success software.
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